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Abstract: The QM/MM calculation has been applied to generalize the node of Ranvier results for 

computing action potentials and electrochemical behavior of membranes that agree with clusters of 

voltage-gated ion sodium and potassium channels. Ranvier complexes' node is an accurate organization 

of membrane-bound aqueous boxes. The model applied here shows an electrophysiological 

phenomenon with simulated structural and physiological data. The quantum effects of various 

thicknesses in a selected membrane of Galc /DMPC and Galc/NPGS have also been specifically 

investigated. This allows introducing a capacitive susceptibility that can resonate with the self-induction 

of helical coils or ion channels, the resonance of which is the main reason for various biological pulses. 
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1. Introduction 

Myelin contains fatty phospholipids that are placed in a central nervous system or CNC, 

such as insulator environment nerve cell (axon), and increases the velocities data to crosses 

from one nerve cell to another tissue. [1-4] like an electrical wire (the axon) with insulating 

material (myelin) around it [2]. Each axon consists of several long myelinated segments where 

divided from each other via a short knot, called "Nodes of Ranvier" [3, 4]. A  Node of Ranvier 

is uninsulated and fully enriched in ion channels, permitting them to interfere in ion exchange 

to produce sufficient action potentials. Nerves transmissions in the myelinated axons are the 

same as jumping due to the high action potentials from one knot to the next node [3]. In other 

words, reducing axonal membrane capacitance by insulating the axon increases the action 

potential due to large distances between the cations outside the axon and Na⁺ that move through 

the axonal cytoplasm (axoplasm) [4-6]. The insulating structure for myelin is essential for 

seeing, hearing, feeling, the sensation of pain and perception, knowledge, and memory. 

Therefore, multiple sclerosis, specifically affecting the central nervous system, is related to 

myelin disordering [7, 8]. The main function of myelin is preparing to accelerate to produce 

electrical impulses propagate along with the myelinated fiber [9]. Although in non-myelinated 

systems, electrical impulses produce as continuous waves, they are propagated via saltatory 

conduction in myelinated fibers, which is faster than continuous waves [1]. Myelin reduces the 

capacitor capacitance, consequently enhancing the electrical resistance across the axonal 

membrane [10]. Voltage-gated sodium channels are enough at each node of Ranvier, Na+ can 
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enter inside the axon through high activated voltage in a channel, leading to depolarization of 

the cell membrane at each node [11]. This potential is then quickly repaired due to K+ ions 

leaving the axon via potassium channels. The Na+ quickly diffuses through the axoplasm to 

the inter-node and then to the next Ranvier node to open the related channel at this site [12]. 

The action potentials among the adjacent nodes should not be less than +30 millivolts [11]. 

During the myelinated internode, energies of sodium/potassium pumping system,   the Na+ 

come back out of the axon, and K+ come back into the axon for tuning the equilibrium of ions 

among the intracellular (Scheme 1). 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

Scheme 1. (a) Neuron; (b) sodium/potassium pumping system. 

The NOR consists of "Na+/K+ ATPases", "Na+/Ca2+" , and large densities of voltage-

gated Na+ channels, where prepare suitable potential for any further electrical pulses. The 

sodium channel consists of two alpha and beta subunits that anchor the channel for intra- and 

extra- cellular ingredients. The extra region of the beta subunit can be associated with itself 

and some other components such as "Contactin protein," which causes to increase in the area 

expression of Na+ channels [13].  

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Electromechanical pulses. 

Neurons transmit data via the electrical waves that appear as action potential and have a range 

of velocities among 1 to 100 m/s. Neurons receive those pulses from dendrites and then propagate them 

inside the axons for any connection to other cells electrically ( sometimes chemically)—consequently 

several neurons with special electrochemical behaviors embedded inside the glycolipids. Axon 

membrane consists of some types of proteins that selectively transfer Na and K ions in a 
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suitable voltage.Therefore, this model exhibits an electrical circuit in which the proteins are 

resistors, and the membrane is a capacitor. Ions flow along the membrane and nerve axon due 

to the voltage changes. Nerves represent thickness and length variations under the influence of 

the action potential [14, 15]. In addition, the action potential might be excited through the heat 

during the nerve pulses or even a mechanical stimulus. Moreover, the pulses can also be 

stimulated via local cooling, indicating that heat changes occur at any time of action potential 

[16]. 

Consequently, the pulses can be moving the same as the velocity of sound in the 

membrane. Hodgkin [17] interpreted; action potential is related to reducing the membrane 

potential and is based on overshooting action potential due to increasing sodium permeability. 

They studied a voltage-clamp circuit model to facilitate qualities and quantities testing of ionic 

currents from squid axon. They also exhibited where membranes situation via a selective 

position allowed the transition of sodium or either potassium in an activated voltage [18].  In 

an ionic swapping, the pure current might be divided into fast inward current carried by Na+ 

ions and the slow-activated outward current carried by K+ ions[19], which are results from 

independent permeation mechanisms for sodium and potassium ions in the membrane (Scheme 

2) [20].  Several ion currents share the voltage signal of each neuron that three of them are root 

sections as instant: sodium current, potassium current, leak current. Their flow is controlled 

through their respective voltage's channels in a membrane. The semipermeable membrane 

separated the interior from the exterior layers. The phospholipid membranes are modeled as 

insulators that act similarly a capacitor with variable capacitance while each protein as 

resistance has a specific conductance. By changing of voltage, two currents can be produced, 

first one is a capacitive current and the second one is ohmic currents that are against the proteins 

resistances and total current is the sum of these two type of currents. 

 
Scheme 2. Sodium and potassium channels as resistance in the circuit of membranes. 

𝐼𝑚𝑒𝑚 , is given by: 𝐼𝑚𝑒𝑚(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑑𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑍𝑁𝑎(𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 − 𝐸𝑁𝑎 ) + 𝑍𝐾(𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 − 𝐸𝐾 ) +

𝑍𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘 (𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 − 𝐸𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘 ) (1) where 𝐸𝑁𝑎, 𝐸𝐾 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘  are the Nernst potentials and is given by 

equation  𝐸𝑖 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
𝐿𝑛

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐶𝑖𝑛
 where 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 and 𝐶𝑖𝑛 are both inside and outside cell concentrations of 

ions. This relation exhibits that current flows due to diffusion gradients and consequently if the 

external voltage is equal to the Nernst potential, no current flows. Using Kirchhoff's laws, 

"cable theory", it is possible to image the prediction of a voltage along a cylindrical membrane 

as a function of distance x. The propagating action potential can be estimated by:
𝜕2𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝜕𝑥2 =

2𝑅𝑖

𝛼
𝐼𝑚  where 𝑅𝑖 is the specific inner resistance of the intracellular medium along the cable or 

through combining Eq. (1) with “cable theory” , the equation (2) is given  as follows [21,22]: 
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𝜕2𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝜕𝑥2 =
2𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝛼
(𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑍𝑁𝑎(𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 − 𝐸𝑁𝑎) + 𝑍𝐾(𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 − 𝐸𝐾) + 𝑍𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚−𝐸𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘) 

(2) And  𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑚 is the specific resistance of the membrane. If it supposes the pulse propagates 

with a constant speed "θ" which is independent of voltage, consequently, the time-dependent 

wave equation can be rewritten as: 
𝜕2𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝜕𝑡2 = 𝜃2 𝜕2𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝜕𝑥2   (3). Combining Eq. (2) with Eq. (3) 

yields the propagation of the electrical pulse equation [23,24]:   

𝜕2𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝜕𝑡2 = 𝜃2 2𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝛼
(𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑍𝑁𝑎(𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 − 𝐸𝑁𝑎) + 𝑍𝐾(𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 − 𝐸𝐾) +

𝑍𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚−𝐸𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘) (4). for the mathematical treatment of action potential propagation along 

GalC of myelinated axons, we simulated a hybrid system of active elements coupled by 

passively conducting cables.  A mathematical equation is described as;  

 𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑙
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑡
=

1

𝑅𝑐

𝜕2𝑉

𝜕𝑥2 −
𝑉

𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑙
+ 𝐼𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛 (𝑣, 𝑡) (5), here 𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑙 and 𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑙 are the (radial) capacitance and 

resistance of a myelinated fiber including Galactocerebroside, and 𝑅𝑐 is its axial resistance. 

[17]. 

2.2. Membrane consists of Galactocerebroside as a capacitor. 

The primary lipid of myelin is Galactocerebroside, which is a type of cerebroside including of 

ceramide with a galactose residue [25] (Figure 1). Pascher  [26, 27], via X-ray diffraction of 

cerebroside, exhibited that cerebroside bilayers' structure has been built up through the 

galactose and several hydrogen bonds, including donor and acceptor groups (CO, NH, OH) 

permit the formation of numerous bonding. Additionally, anhydrous and hydrated cerebroside 

(N-palmitoyl galactosyl sphingosine) or NPGS confirm evidence of complex polymorphic 

treatment. Some studies have reported the manner of mixtures of human spleen 

dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and mixtures of bovine brain cerebrosides [28, 29]. 

Correa [28] suggests that glucocerebroside distribution is affected via the lipid bilayer's 

physical state and by the glucocerebroside/DMPC (or DPPC) molar ratio. [30]. Although 

neither NPGS nor DPPC is a main constituent of myelin, their mixture with GalC does permit 

a detailed structural analysis of their mutual interactions.   

GalC and sulfatide have major roles in Peripheral myelin structure and are also followed 

by microtubule depolymerization. The cable equation of currents along GalC of myelinated 

axons yields a dynamics behavior. By this works, a small piece of cell membrane including 

pure GalC, DMPC, DPPC, and a mixing of GalC/DPPC, GalC/DMPC, and GalC/NPGS with 

50 to 70% mol ratio of each have been simulated (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 1. Optimized molecule of Galactocerebroside (GalC) with cam-b3lyp/cc-pvdz basis set. 
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2.3. Membrane capacitor model.  

During a neuron's growth, cell diameter can change considerably, and neuronal elasticity may 

cause changes in the cell surface. Membrane capacitance is the main parameter for measuring 

cellular properties based on size changes. For example, occasionally, conductance densities for 

removing potential effect changes in neuronal size to predict the correct mechanism have been 

calculated. Several experimental activities exist to determine the total membrane capacitance 

and are similar in most cells [31]. The capacitance may be calculated from the rate and 

amplitude changes in the voltage responses based on the voltage clamp. These ways are applied 

widely to determine the total capacitance of several neurons membrane. By this work, we 

simulated our systems based on several membrane thicknesses in the viewpoint of capacitors.  

 
Figure 2. Monte Carlo calculation of several phospholipids. 

We compared the capacitance values of identified neuron cell membranes, including 

GalC, DMPC, DPPC, and also a mixing of GalC/DPPC, Galc/DMPC and Galc/NPGS (Figure 

3). It has been shown these results yield suitable exponential voltages, which are fitted by DC 

current in total membrane capacitance over vast ranges of cell sizes have been simulated.   The 

results in a membrane potential change characterized by a single exponential (Eq. 6) with a 

time constant, 𝜏𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑚𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚 where 𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑚   𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚 indicate the cell membrane resistance 

the total membrane capacitance, respectively. In such an isovoltage cell, 𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑚 is equal to the 

cell’s input resistance 𝑅𝑖𝑛 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚(𝑡) = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡+∑ 𝑉𝑖
∞
𝑖=0 (1 − 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝜏𝑖) (6), the maximum membrane 

potential change is given by  ∆𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑅𝑖𝑛. 𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑡 (7) where Iext is injected 

current phase [32]. 

Generally, only two or three terms adequately describe 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚(𝑡), given by the equation 

(6) (Fig.4). Through dividing “Iext” to a series of resistive terms as 𝑅𝑖 =
𝑉𝑖

𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑡
  steady-state can 

be evaluated as the sum of these resistive terms"𝑅𝑖𝑛=
∆𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑡
". The time constant of the slowest 

exponential (e-t/τ =0) corresponds to the membrane time constant 𝜏𝑚 = 𝑟𝑚𝐶𝑚 [34].  
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Figure 3. DPPC, DMPC, GaLC in a circuit related to their thickness and their voltages.  

For determining the values of 𝑉𝑖 and  𝜏𝑖 , the 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚(𝑡) might be fitted using the Levenberg–

Marquardt (LM) algorithm. For calculating the suitable data, the fitting has been done between 

t = 0 and when the voltage had reached a steady state. The capacitance, current, and voltage 

can be calculated through the following equations 𝑄 = 𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚∆𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 = ∫ 𝐼𝑐
𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝

0
𝑑𝑡 . (8) 

Consequently,  𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚  can be calculated according to 𝐼𝐶 =
𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑡
 (9) where 

𝑑𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑡
 

is slope of the voltage curve. 

 
Figure 4. Schematic diagrams representing the membrane potential change, voltage-clamp step and the charge 

deposited on the membrane for a given "𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚". 

GalC/DPPC, Galc/DMPC and Galc/NPGS, variable capacitance,𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚(𝑡), defines the amount 

of charge (Q), as a function of time𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚(𝑡) Fig.3Obviously, because of nanoscale 

characteristics in the cell membrane, quantum electrical properties might be considered. In a 

thin-membrane cell, this indicates that the geometric capacitance of the mentioned 

membranes,𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑔𝑒𝑜

, is related to the different voltages, "∆𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚"   𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑔𝑒𝑜

=
𝜎

∆𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚(𝑡)
=

𝜀𝑟𝜀0

𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚(𝑡)
   

(10).  

Supposing that each capacitor plates carry±𝑄 charges from the positive side to the 

negative side, the initial energies stored in an electrostatic field over the capacitor electrodes is 

given by  𝐸𝑖 =
𝑄2

2𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
 . And for those systems that the charge  (𝑄 + ∆𝑞𝑒) resides on the top 
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plate and (−𝑄 − ∆𝑞𝑒)  resides on the bottom plate, the accumulated energy is equal to"𝐸𝑓 =

(𝑄+∆𝑞)2

2𝐶
". and ∆𝐸𝑠 = 𝐸𝑓 − 𝐸𝑖 =

∆𝑞(𝑄+
∆𝑞

2
)

𝐶
  (11). In this situation, the maximum voltage occurs 

in the range of −
∆𝑞𝑚𝑒𝑚

2𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
< ∆𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚 < +

∆𝑞𝑚𝑒𝑚

2𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
 where the tunneling current would only flow if 

the voltage is sufficiently large, i.e., |∆𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚| > |
𝑞𝑚𝑒𝑚

2𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
|. This effect is known as the Coulomb 

blockade [35].  

Based on the fluid mosaics model of lipids, the dielectric constant for the above-

mentioned membrane changes from time to time, while the changes in capacitances are not 

rapid. Quantum effects in the membrane imply that the membrane's capacitances are larger 

than the membrane's geometry. Thus, any bio-membrane phenomenon related to the dynamic 

situation, such as physiology temperature, will influence their capacitances. It is also notable 

that the cellular electrical properties and electromagnetic fields on cells result in the electro 

biological mechanism. It is also exhibited that the quantum effects are able to change the 

membrane's capacitances due to the external effects. Besides, it is also concluded that the 

membranes' electrical properties are affected via the application of electron densities in the 

membranes mentioned above. Our previous works have been declared [36- 65] that the 

quantum components manifest the density of states (Dos) of the phosphate or galactose groups 

and their Thomas-Fermi screening lengths. Hence, the hybrid capacitance of any Nano-

capacitor architecture is as follows: 

 𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚 = (
1

𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑄𝑢𝑎

(𝑜𝑛𝑒 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑)
+

1

𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑔𝑒𝑜 +

1

𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑄𝑢𝑎

(𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑)
)−1   (14) where 

𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑄𝑢𝑎 (𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒) and𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑞𝑢𝑎
(𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒) are the quantum capacitances due to the finite Dos of 

the phosphate group's electrodes, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 5.   

 
Figure 5. Free space between two layers in a dynamic situation due to tunneling coulomb blockade effect. 

A change in voltage leads to a capacitive current due to the changes in the charge on the 

capacitor, which is given by: 
𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
[(𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚. 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚] = 𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑡
 and 

 
𝑑𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑓(

𝑑𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑔𝑒𝑜

𝑑𝑡
 ,

𝑑𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑞𝑢𝑎

𝑑𝑡
)    (15) 

Heimburg exhibited that the changing voltages during the nerve pulses are completely 

dependent on the capacitances changing. Also, transition voltages can exchange the ions. They 

have also exhibited how the membranes' electrical properties are affected by the application of 

lateral pressure or tension in a membrane. By supposing that the 𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑔𝑒𝑜

 of bio-cell membranes 

(in contrast of𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑞𝑢𝑎

) is independent of voltage and depends on the geometry, the second term 

on the right side of eq.15 is a quantum effect (
𝑑𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑚

𝑔𝑒𝑜

𝑑𝑡
= 0 ) [4].   
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2.4. NMR shielding.  

The reduced anisotropy [𝜁 = (𝜎𝑧𝑧 − 𝜎𝑖𝑠𝑜) = (𝜎33 − 𝜎𝑖𝑠𝑜)](𝟏𝟔) and anisotropy (Δσ) with the 

relation of  ∆𝜎 =
3

2
 ζ including shielding asymmetry (η) can be defined as: 

∆𝜎 = 𝜎𝑧𝑧 −
1

2
(𝜎𝑥𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦𝑦 )   (𝟏𝟕)     𝑎𝑛𝑑  η = (

𝜎𝑦𝑦 − 𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝜁
 ) =

3(𝜎𝑦𝑦 − 𝜎𝑥𝑥)

2∆𝜎
    (𝟏𝟖) 

Spherical tensors are intrinsically involved in considering the effects of tensor 

quantities on density matrix evolution, so it is worth noting that:  

𝜎0
𝑖𝑠𝑜(2)

= √3
2⁄

2
𝜁    (19)         And          𝜎±2

𝑠𝑦𝑚(2)
=

1

2
𝜁   (𝟐𝟎). 

The symmetric component of the shielding tensor has tensor elements with rij = rji. This 

tensor is responsible for the CSA relaxation most often described in the literature and can be 

diagonalized by rotation into the shielding tensor principal coordinate system. The anti-

symmetric tensor also induces CSA relaxation, but this is almost impossible to measure 

because the induced effects are close to parallel to the external magnetic field, which cannot be 

diagonalized. Therefore, it is represented by a tensor of Span 

( Ω) = 𝜎33 − 𝜎11  𝑎𝑛𝑑  κ =
3(𝜎𝑖𝑠𝑜 − 𝜎22 )

Ω
  (𝟐𝟏)  . 

In this study, we consider a model of sodium/potassium using ab-initio calculations 

within the density functional theory (DFT) for calculating the aromaticity of rings for organic 

calculations. 

2.5. Computational details.  

A major part of the membrane systems, including GalC/DPPC, GalC/DMPC, and GalC/NPGS 

have been modeled with OMIOM (QM/MM) and the Monte Carlo method. The temperatures 

were fixed between 300K - 310K where the biological ranges were identical to the relevant 

experiments. The configuration of individual lipids consistent with a mean-field was generated 

by the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, with field values adjusted for obtaining acceptable 

experimental order data. In this work, several force fields are applied with AMBER and 

Charmm software, and, in addition, the Hyper-Chem professional release 7.01 programs are 

used to draw the graphs of simulation. All optimization of monomer molecules of each 

membrane was performed through Gaussian 09. This study's main focus is to obtain the results 

from DFT methods such as m062x, m06-L, and m06 for the (Myelin's lipids molecules) n {n=1-

10}. The m062x, m06-L and m06-HF are advanced and novel functional with a suitable 

correspondence in non-bonded calculations between GalC/DPPC, GalC/DMPC, and 

GalC/NPGS monomers and are useful for determining the voltages in the viewpoint of distance 

differences distance between two lateral in two sides of myelin's lipids. For non-covalent 

interactions between two layers of membranes, the B3LYP method is not suitable for 

describing van der Waals forces via medium-range interaction. Therefore, the QM/MM 

(ONIOM) methods, including three sections of high (H), medium (M), and low (L) levels of 

calculations, have been performed. For the first layer of ONIOM (QM/MM), DFT methods 

and the second layer semi-empirical pm6 (including pseudo=lanl2) and the third layer Pm3MM 

are applied for the high, medium, and low sections, respectively. The interaction energies for 

membrane capacitors were measured as follows:  
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𝐸𝑆(𝑒𝑉) = {𝐸𝐶 − (∑ (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 Myelin’s lipids)𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 + ∑ (Myelin’s lipids)𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 )} +𝐸𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐸   𝑆" is 

the stability energies of the membrane capacitor.  

3. Results and Discussion  

3.1. Myelinated axon simulation. 

We used model descriptive structures of several membranes, including GalC/DPPC, 

GalC/DMPC, and GalC/NPGS with the simplest consisting of two spheres attached to the 

related ends of a cable, which denote neuritis (𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ & 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟). We modeled variations in 

neuronal component size by changing, 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ & 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 (Table.1). In our model, the 

myelinated axon is a nearly circular profile surrounded by a spirally wound multilamellar 

sheath and has been wrapped with a medium number (n=100) of the myelin sheath (Table 1). 

Table 1. Geometries of Ranvier node, myelin, and myelin-sheath based on Monte Carlo and QM/MM 

calculation. 

Membrane 𝒅𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆 

 𝒏 = 𝟏𝟐 

(𝝁𝒎) 

𝒅𝒎𝒚𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏
𝒏=𝟏𝟐𝟎

 

(𝝁𝒎) 

𝒅𝒎𝒚𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏−𝒔𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒉
𝒏=𝟏𝟎𝟎

 

(Å) 

𝒍𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆 

(𝝁𝒎) 

𝒍𝒎𝒚𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏 

(𝝁𝒎) 

𝑪𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒂𝒍 

𝝁𝑭

/𝒄𝒎𝟐 

𝑪𝒂𝒙𝒐𝒏 

𝝁𝑭

/𝒄𝒎𝟐 

Dielectric 

Constant 

𝑲𝒎𝒆𝒎 

GalC/DPPC 0.20 0.65 56/55 0.60 1.64 2.2* 0.45 6.10 

GalC/DMPC 0.15 0.45 53/54 0.70 1.60 2.15 0.55 5.40 

GalC/NPGS 0.10 0.75 58/50 0.50 1.55 2.17 0.40 4.45 

The expected thickness of alkyl's layers between those membrane plates has been 

estimated, optimized, and applied as an excellent model of dielectric constant for those 

capacitances calculations (Table 2).  

Table 2. Dielectric constant, capacitance, and stability energies of various modeled membrane capacitors in 

various thicknesses for GalC/DPPC capacitor. 

GalC/DPP

C & 

Number of 

atoms 

∆𝑬𝑺 

(𝒆𝑽) 

∆𝑽 = 

∆(∑ 𝑽𝑷+

𝟏𝒕𝒐𝑵 − ∑ 𝑽𝑷−

𝟏𝒕𝒐𝑵) 

∆𝑸 = 

∆(∑ 𝑸𝑷+

𝟏−𝑵 − │ ∑ 𝑸𝑷−

𝟏−𝑵│) 

expectation 

of dielectric 

thickness 

𝑪𝒈(𝑭)

× 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟎 

Dielectric 

Constant 

(N=60) 0.0  - - - - - 

(N=120) +0.40 3.0 1.1 39.33 2.0 7.4 

(N=240) +1.15 3.5 1.4  38.23 4.8 7.2 

(N=300) 0.85 4.2 1.6  40.31 1.5 6.4 

(N=360) +0.55 5.0 1.5 39.01 1.3 4.12 

(N=520) 0.55 5.1 1.9 39.44 1.4 6.11 

(N=1000) 1.15 5.3 1.8 40.25 1.1 5.29 

Same as other capacitors, the an-isotropic attachment of alkyl groups allows the 

formation of several layered structures. Long-ranges interlayers interactions play a prevailing 

role in characterizing those systems' electrical and mechanical properties and hence their 

efficiency in these capacitors' models. The calculated values of the structure of the lipids such 

as distances between two layers, dielectric constants, (k), the magnitude of the charges on each 

side of membranes, electrostatic properties using the SCF densities, fitting potential charges 

from ESP, stabilities energies of GalC/DPPC, GalC/DMPC and GalC/NPGS as the capacitors, 

are listed in Tables 2 & 3. The potential between two layers, ∆𝑉 = ∆(∑ 𝑉𝑃+

1−𝑁 − ∑ 𝑉𝑃−

1−𝑁) (a.u.) 

are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3.The dielectric and capacitance CQ= quantum capacitance, Cg= geometry capacitance, and Cnet= net 

capacitance modeled of GalC/DPPC capacitor in various thicknesses. 

GalC/DPPC & Number 

of atoms  

𝑪𝑸(𝑭) × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟗 

=
∆𝒒(𝑸 +

∆𝒒
𝟐 )

∆𝑬𝑺
 

𝑪𝒏𝒆𝒕(𝑭) × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟗 = 

𝑪𝒈𝑪𝑸

𝑪𝑸 + 𝟐𝑪𝒈
 

(N=400)                     1.45                  1.35 

(N=500) 1.15                 0.97 

(N=1000) 1.46                 1.22 

(N=1500 1.49                 0.99 

The nano-capacitances of𝐶𝑔, 𝐶𝑄 and 𝐶𝑛𝑒𝑡 for GalC/DPPC, GalC/DMPC and 

GalC/NPGS in different dielectrics thickness are listed in Table 3. Although the dielectric 

strength can be deduced from an alkyl space filler's bandgap, the dielectric constant is directly 

calculated from eq. 5, which is much more accurate than the other ways. This conformability 

is not valid for short distances due to the quantum effect. Therefore the dielectric permittivity 

as a function of dielectric size has been defined through, 𝐶𝑄(𝐹) × 1020 =

∆𝑞(𝑄+
∆𝑞

2
)

∆𝐸𝑆
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑛𝑒𝑡(𝐹) × 1020 =

𝐶𝑔𝐶𝑄

𝐶𝑄+2𝐶𝑔
 . In the presence of any fields, myelin's protein, 

including trance membrane or potassium or sodium channel ions, charges employ the forces 

which can influence the position of the membrane in the myelin; thereby influencing the 

variable fields makes variable capacitances in the membrane systems of GalC/DPPC, 

GalC/DMPC, and GalC/NPGS. This effect allows one to introduce a capacitive susceptibility 

that resonates with helical coils' self-induction effect in myelin's proteins. Table 4 exhibits the 

calculated helical proteins self-induction of myelin's proteins via resonance with the 

capacitance of the GaLC/DPPC lipids or other myelin membrane's lipids (Figure 8). Coils have 

greater inductance than straight conductors. Thus, in biological phenomena, a helical coil of 

trance myelin's proteins resonate with a capacitive susceptibility of lipids capacitors of 

GalC/DPPC, GalC/DMPC.  

3.2. NMR analysis. 

Total shielding constants, orientations of the principal axes such as standard 

components, Haeberlen-Mehring, and Herzfeld-Berger parameters for sodium/potassium 

systems in various statistical situations have been calculated using DFT methods and the data 

are listed in Tables 4-6.  

Table 4. NMR parameters of sodium/potassium systems in both isolated and Ranvier myelin sheath media. 

Atom σ Iso σ Aniso σ11 σ22 σ33 ∆σ δ η Charge 

K(1) 248/6986 50/2568 225/0971 238/7955 282/2031 50/2568 33/5045 0/408853 -0/13825 

Na(2) 245/2793 48/1205 221/2316 237/2468 277/3597 48/1205 32/0804 0/499221 -0/13938 

K(3) 240/3852 48/7446 204/6772 243/5968 272/8816 -53/562 -35/708 0/820119 -0/21255 

Na(4) 249/2722 42/3615 233/0502 237/2532 277/5131 42/3614 28/2409 0/148827 -0/23037 

K(5) 252/9658 41/0209 235/9696 242/6146 280/313 41/0209 27/3472 0/242986 -0/15389 

Na(6) 244/9906 49/7986 224/6012 232/1808 278/1896 49/7986 33/199 0/228308 -0/13653 

K(7) 240/4749 48/8061 205/23 243/1825 273/0123 -52/8674 -35/2449 0/846358 -0/21228 

Na(8) 249/5723 42/756 233/032 237/6086 278/0764 42/7561 28/5041 0/160559 -0/23005 

K(9) 252/5671 41/6697 235/2352 242/1192 280/3469 41/6697 27/7798 0/247806 -0/15396 

Na(10) 248/014 52/2335 227/3997 233/8059 282/8363 52/2335 34/8223 0/183968 -0/13546 

K(11) 246/5991 50/3672 220/4212 239/1989 280/1773 50/36725 33/5782 0/559223 -0/22539 

Na(12) 246/4697 50/2919 220/063 239/3485 279/9977 50/29195 33/528 0/575206 -0/22578 

K(13) 246/7869 53/1813 219/9415 238/1781 282/2411 53/1813 35/4542 0/514371 -0/14319 

Na(14) 243/2923 50/9142 215/0571 237/5847 277/2351 50/9142 33/9428 0/663693 -0/14472 
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K(15) 251/4987 38/5457 235/6729 241/6274 277/1958 38/54565 25/6971 0/231719 -0/15646 

Na(16) 243/0848 53/6394 217/6059 232/8042 278/8444 53/63935 35/7596 0/425013 -0/14256 

K(17) 250/9925 38/7243 235/3248 240/8441 276/8087 38/72425 25/8162 0/213792 -0/15681 

Na(18) 246/2334 55/9561 222/1987 232/964 283/5375 55/95615 37/3041 0/288582 -0/14131 

Ranvie

r 

myelin-

sheath 

σ Iso σ Aniso σ11 σ22 σ33 ∆σ δ η Charge 

C(60) 243/8004 50/9617 217/0702 236/5562 277/7748 50/9616 33/9744 0/573549 -0/09206 

C(59) 240/7655 49/2423 213/5315 235/1712 273/5937 49/24235 32/8282 0/65918 -0/09332 

C(58) 236/6804 50/2121 198/7245 241/1615 270/1551 -56/9338 -37/9559 0/763876 -0/11741 

C(57) 247/2388 41/6956 230/4242 236/2563 275/0359 41/69565 27/7971 0/20981 -0/13763 

C(56) 248/7867 40/4803 230/9969 239/5897 275/7736 40/4803 26/9869 0/318406 -0/10621 

C(55) 240/506 50/4224 217/1651 230/2319 274/121 50/4225 33/615 0/388719 -0/09038 

C(54) 236/8533 50/4837 199/5179 240/5329 270/5091 -56/0031 -37/3354 0/802889 -0/11691 

C(53) 247/4542 41/94 230/7185 236/2299 275/4142 41/94 27/96 0/197117 -0/13723 

C(52) 248/542 40/9447 230/6894 239/0981 275/8384 40/94465 27/2964 0/308052 -0/10611 

C(51) 243/3123 52/4061 220/5998 231/0874 278/2497 52/4061 34/9374 0/300183 -0/08908 

C(50) 243/856 51/3227 217/0101 236/4868 278/0712 51/32275 34/2152 0/569241 -0/13082 

C(49) 243/7783 51/0232 216/7023 236/8389 277/7938 51/0232 34/0155 0/591983 -0/13135 

C(48) 242/578 54/8494 212/6928 235/8968 279/1442 54/8494 36/5662 0/634575 -0/09392 

C(47) 239/4881 52/1709 209/0274 235/1682 274/2687 52/1709 34/7806 0/751591 -0/09542 

C(44) 247/9299 41/1023 230/1798 238/2784 275/3314 41/1023 27/4015 0/295553 -0/10695 

C(43) 239/1155 54/1622 212/2042 229/9187 275/2237 54/16225 36/1082 0/490595 -0/09265 

C(40) 247/6403 41/3649 230/0628 237/6411 275/2169 41/36495 27/5766 0/274809 -0/10698 

C(39) 241/9989 57/1552 215/7641 230/1301 280/1023 57/1552 38/1034 0/377027 -0/09119 

 
Figure 7. Aniso versus atomic charge. 

Table 5. NMR parameters of sodium/potassium systems in both isolated and  Ranvier myelin sheath media. 
Atom σ Iso σAniso σ11 σ22 σ33 ∆σ δ η Charge 

K(18) 248/2586 49/1662 225/5372 238/2024 281/036 49/1662 32/7774 0/3864 -0/16362 

Na(19) 244/6769 46/728 221/527 236/6749 275/8289 46/72795 31/152 0/486258 -0/16452 

K(20) 240/0278 49/2857 204/4162 242/7823 272/8849 -53/4174 -35/6116 0/845303 -0/20896 

Na(21) 249/1637 42/8909 232/7277 237/0059 277/7577 42/8909 28/594 0/149619 -0/22804 

K(22) 252/165 39/3522 235/587 242/5081 278/3998 39/35225 26/2348 0/263814 -0/17914 

Na(23) 244/3277 49/1613 224/438 231/4433 277/1019 49/16125 32/7742 0/213744 -0/1618 

K(24) 240/1326 49/5135 204/9463 242/3099 273/1417 -52/7795 -35/1863 0/876244 -0/20864 

Na(25) 249/4846 43/3909 232/6855 237/3565 278/4119 43/3909 28/9273 0/161474 -0/2277 

K(26) 251/662 39/8836 234/8564 241/8786 278/2511 39/8836 26/5891 0/264101 -0/17915 

Na(27) 247/5538 52/1497 226/8105 233/5306 282/3203 52/14975 34/7665 0/193292 -0/16093 

Na(28) 246/36 50/4753 220/6801 238/3897 280/0101 50/4752 33/6501 0/526287 -0/22212 

K(29) 246/2498 50/5152 220/2201 238/6026 279/9266 50/51525 33/6768 0/545851 -0/22251 

Na(30) 246/7316 54/5191 218/7956 238/3215 283/0777 54/51915 36/3461 0/537221 -0/11828 

K(31) 243/3489 52/2115 214/0415 237/8486 278/1566 52/21155 34/8077 0/683961 -0/11981 

Na(32) 251/5103 39/9216 235/0401 241/3662 278/1247 39/92155 26/6144 0/237695 -0/13114 

K(33) 243/0058 54/6863 216/681 232/8731 279/4634 54/68635 36/4576 0/444135 -0/11754 
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Na(34) 251/0113 39/9811 234/6761 240/6924 277/6653 39/98105 26/654 0/225718 -0/13146 

K(35) 246/0624 57/2716 221/043 232/9008 284/2435 57/2716 38/1811 0/310567 -0/11628 

Atom σ Iso σAniso σ11 σ22 σ33 ∆σ δ η Charge 

C(48) 243/6162 49/4177 218/9691 235/3183 276/5613 49/4176 32/9451 0/496256 -0/10345 

C(47) 240/4753 47/7269 215/033 234/0997 272/2933 47/72695 31/818 0/599243 -0/10453 

C(46) 236/5505 50/435 198/5391 240/9386 270/1738 -57/0171 -38/0114 0/769117 -0/11581 

C(45) 247/2324 42/5416 230/0531 236/0506 275/5935 42/54165 28/3611 0/211469 -0/13651 

C(44) 248/2318 38/3387 232/7674 238/137 273/7909 38/3387 25/5591 0/210086 -0/11754 

C(43) 240/2388 49/3871 218/5999 228/953 273/1635 49/38705 32/9247 0/314448 -0/10156 

C(42) 236/7327 50/8596 199/2785 240/2804 270/6391 -56/1813 -37/4542 0/810555 -0/1152 

C(41) 247/4772 42/8579 230/358 236/0245 276/0492 42/85795 28/572 0/198324 -0/13608 

C(40) 247/9221 38/6917 232/3768 237/673 273/7166 38/6917 25/7945 0/205323 -0/11739 

C(39) 243/1724 51/5872 222/236 229/7172 277/5638 51/5872 34/3914 0/217531 -0/10044 

C(38) 243/7851 51/8899 216/7568 236/2202 278/3784 51/8899 34/5933 0/562635 -0/12925 

In short distances of the region around the molecular centers, the asymmetric parameter 

(η), and the skew (κ), exhibited Gaussian distribution based on their fluctuation behavior, 

which is dependent on their distances from the center of the molecular rings. These lines' slopes 

are changed, and among the levels of various distances for isolated sodium/potassium systems 

and sodium/potassium systems @ Ranvier myelin sheath media (Figures 7,8). The isotropy 

during the replacing of sodium/potassium @ Ranvier myelin sheath is positive, indicating 

negative values for sodium/potassium pumping, but the slopes are decreased from the replacing 

from 0.1 to center. We have shown the slopes of voltages curves versus distances to the center 

of the sodium/potassium systems @ Ranvier myelin sheath media are decreased by decreasing 

the distances gradually, which indicates suitable pumping, and on the other hand, these slopes 

are increased by increasing the distance, emphasizing a special electronic structure in 

sodium/potassium systems @ Ranvier myelin. [66-100].    

In the S-NICS method via statistical calculations, the shielding space's best point 

around the center of symmetric or non-symmetric aromatic molecules can be evaluated as an 

aromaticity criterion. In this method, the expectation of the (η*) and (κ*) have been calculated 

as the Gaussian curve functions versus one, two, or three-dimensional distances around the 

center  (Figure 9).  

 
Figure 8. Iso versus atomic charge. 
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Figure 9. The electron density profiles for 60 GalC/DPPC. 

4. Conclusions 

When a protein is coiled, the magnetic field produced by current flow expands across 

adjacent coil rings. These effects do not occur in the static conditions in GalC/DPPC, 

GalC/DMPC myelin's membranes due to the steady currents. These impacts only appear and 

arise in the variable capacitors when the current experiences are changing their value. When 

currents flow quickly, the magnetic field also collapses quickly. It can generate high induced 

electro-motoric forces (emf), which at times can be several times the original amounts of the 

source's voltages. Higher induced voltages might be created in inductive circuits by increasing 

the currents' rate of changes and increasing the number of coils in myelin's helical proteins. 

Myelin's membrane proteins as electrical inductors might enable the membrane cell to produce 

very high electrical voltages such as Bio-Nano-Antenna transiently. 
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